
Successful Local Government Engagement



Energy Communities Alliance

• ECA is the national, non-profit organization of local
governments adjacent to and impacted by DOE nuclear
activities.
– Home to federally-owned and operated nuclear facilities for over

half a century

– Decades of experience working with DOE, Congress and state and
federal regulators on large missions critical to our nation’s defense
and energy security

– Host communities at waste sites that are both the sender and receiver
sites

– Potential hosts for new nuclear facilities – including nuclear waste
storage, nuclear power, and recycling

– Decades of experience working on high-level waste, TRU waste and
low-level waste disposal policy



• Goal: Assist local communities in identifying and
understanding the myriad of issues associated with hosting
a nuclear facility and, more importantly, the role that local
governments can play in the development of a nuclear
facility in their community.
http://www.energyca.org/PDF/FINALHandbook.pdf



Handbook Outline
Chapter 1 — Introduction and Background
Chapter 2 — Why Local Governments Need to be Involved
Chapter 3 — Nuclear Energy in the United States
Chapter 4 — The Nuclear Fuel Cycle in the United States
Chapter 5 — A Future Nuclear Energy Option: Small Modular Reactors
Chapter 6 — Regulating Nuclear Waste
Chapter 7 — Nuclear Waste Disposal in the United States
Chapter 8 — Permanent Geologic Disposal
Chapter 9 — Interim Storage of Waste
Chapter 10 — Potential of Recycling Spent Nuclear Fuel



Handbook Recommendations

1. Local governments must be educated and actively engaged with DOE, NRC,
federal policy makers, the state, and industry as early as possible in the decision
making process on siting new nuclear facilities (technical and political issues).

2. Companies and government entities leading the siting of a new nuclear facility
should engage local governments.

3. Local government and community support alone will not lead to the successful
siting of a new nuclear facility - support from the state government is
necessary. Local governments and state governments need to work together.

4. Communities should consider and encourage policymakers to look at lessons
learned to avoid pitfalls and to develop an improved governance plan for future
nuclear energy development and waste management.

5. Real progress requires that all necessary parties are engaged, that there is trust
between the parties, that there is confidence in the path forward, and that there is
the political will and means to implement new policies or governance plans.



Role of Local Governments:

• Political support or opposition for a project

• Provide the facilities and services (for example, police,
fire, municipal services, roads, emergency response, etc.)
necessary for the operations and protection of health,
safety and welfare at and in the vicinity of sender and
receiver sites.

• Set the zoning, building codes, permitting, oversight to
allow and regulate construction and operations.

• Secure a viable economic future through retail, housing,
industrial and commercial development and community
marketing.



Create a Level Playing Field for
Engagement

• Provide resources to permit the local government to hire
third-party scientists and consultants to review data and
increase public confidence in the scientific integrity of a
project;

• Provide impacted citizens and local governments with the
information and means to interact with the federal
government and any facility operator;

• Provide the resources and means to maximize positive
outcomes and minimize negative outcomes; and

• Demonstrate a commitment to external oversight over
nuclear projects.



Repeat

• Do outreach and education continually as
these are long-term activities where the
participants change over time.



ECA Next Steps

• ECA will develop a model list of items that a local
government would want if it decides to host a repository

• Engage in SMR Policy Discussion

• June Meeting on Local Government Recommendations
Related to the BRC report (DC Area)

• Questionnaire on Public Opinion of Nuclear Energy
• The kinds of resources communities, states and Tribes need to provide

education

• How can we create more successful and targeted outreach programs on
nuclear energy issues.

• Please contact kara.colton@energyca.org at ECA to participate.

• Continue to Engage on the Policy Issues with LGs, States,
Tribes and DOE.



Questions


